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by Tony Wrench
In Building A Low Impact Roundhouse, Tony shares his many years of experience,
skills and techniques used to build this unique and affordable low impact
home that cost £5,500. Always witty and inspiring, the author explains the
process of visualising and designing a house through to the practical side of
lifting the living roof, infilling the walls, laying out rooms and adding
renewable, autonomous technology.
Building A Low Impact Roundhouse has become a classic text sold all over the
world. Tony’s home and lifestyle have attracted much media interest and he and
his partner continue to inspire many individuals and communities to seek out
ways of living more sustainably.
Now in its fourth edition, with a fascinating 2014 update. Tony also includes
sections on the physical design and writes about the lifestyle required for living in a
roundhouse. He offers advice on roofs, floors, walls, compost toilets, wood stoves,
kitchens, windows and on planning permission. There are additional photographs of
life in and around the dwelling and illustrations from the construction plans for one
of the UK’s most unique of homes.
This true and captivating story covers the realisation of a lifetime’s dream as well
as being a practical ‘how to’ manual for anyone who loves the idea of low impact
living and wants to self-build an affordable, organic home.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR: In 1993, Tony Wrench evolved the concept of
‘permaculture land’, low impact sustainable way of liiving that include selfbuild with local materials, appropriate technology and food growing. His ideas
infuenced Welsh Assembly’s planning laws. In 1997, he and his partner built into
a low impact roundhouse. Tony runs workshops and has helped build many more.
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What people are saying about [THE BOOK TITLE]

“The amount of extremely useful and inspirational information presented here is vast, breathtaking
in fact. This is the book I have waited to see for a long time, it is, in short, invaluable. My
recommendation is never to think about a seasonal festival again without at least looking at this book
and seeing what advice it has to offer.”
Robin Whitlock - Awen magazine
“The abundant - but always tempting - information covers a wide range of activities, from inner
journeying to creating sacred circles and shrines, from making masks and corn dollies to suggestions
for song and dance. There is no ‘theory for the sake of it’ and the book is a treasure chest of goodies
that will have something to appeal to everyone. The book feels yummy in the hands - like all the best
recipe books.”
Jan Morgan Wood - Sacred Hoop magazine
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